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Russia in Focus
Survey findings
Figure 1. Popularity of banking as a career choice among business students, globally, 2015
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Surprisingly popular?
A strong 17 per cent of the organisations chosen as
‘ideal employers’ by Russia’s business students in the
2015 survey were banks. This places the country in
the top third of the 30 surveyed markets for banking
popularity, and fourth equal (with Sweden) in EMEA.
Only the banking industries in the UK, Italy and Spain
are ahead of Russia’s in popularity in the region.

This might seem surprising as there is a widespread
sense that the only way into the banking industry is via
sales or administrative roles, and that progress thereafter
is rather slow.1
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The dominating force of energy
Banking is still strongly entrenched in second position,
despite a gradual decline in its popularity since the
peak reached in 2011. It is more than three percentage
points ahead of fast moving consumer goods (FMCG),
which has declined substantially in popularity since 2014
(and even more since 2013).
Unsurprisingly, given Russia’s enormous natural
resources, energy has vied with banking at the top of
the popularity charts since 2008. More than one third of
business students surveyed named Gazprom as one of
their five ‘ideal employers’ (see Figure 3).
Fourth place is taken by software and computer services,
a sector that has seen a significant surge in popularity
over the past two years. There is then a considerable
gap before automobiles and parts, suggesting that
competition for the best student talent is significantly
strongest among the top four sectors.
Banks may consider emphasising the sophisticated
digitisation and analytical challenges facing the industry
in a time of sweeping change to attract tech-inclined
students to the industry.

Figure 3. Top five most popular employers, Russian business
students, 2015
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Figure 4. Top five most popular employers, Russian
banking-inclined students, 2015
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Sberbank still leads the sector
The scale of Gazprom’s lead as an ‘ideal employer’
for Russia’s business students places it more than ten
percentage points ahead even of the mighty Google,
the top-place contender in 17 of 29 surveyed markets.i
Both the Rosneft Oil Company and BMW Group have
moved one place up the ranking since 2014, while
Sberbank of Russia has slipped two places from third to
fifth place.

Sberbank also heads the top-five table when it comes
to banking-inclined students. Even here, Gazprom runs
it very close. The power of Russia’s energy industry is
further emphasised by Rosneft’s presence in third place.
While VTB24 is the only other bank in the top five,
J. P. Morgan, Alfabank, VTB Bank, Goldman Sachs
and the Bank of Moscow all feature in the top 15.

However, Sberbank is still significantly ahead of other
banking sector representatives, possibly thanks to the
promotional support the government has given it in
recent years as a modern bank with a technologydriven strategy.2 Sberbank has also recently upgraded
its recruitment website to enhance its appeal to the
best students and other candidates.3 Goldman Sachs,
AlfaBank, J. P. Morgan and VTB24 occupy only the
27th to 30th places in the ‘ideal employer’ rankings.

Figure 5. Career goals of Russian banking-inclined students, 2008-2015
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i	Middle East data not
available
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Figure 6. Career goals of all Russian business students and Russian banking-inclined students, 2015
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Security above all?
The importance of ‘job security’ as a career goal
for Russia’s banking-inclined business students
took a sudden leap in 2011, when it rose from just
28.9 per cent the previous year to 56.0 per cent
(over five percentage points ahead of the score for
all business students). It has been the most popular
career goal in ever since, reaching the peak to date
in 2015, at 56.5 per cent. The timing of this jump
seems somewhat surprising given that average
wages in Russia rose strongly in 2011 (see Figure 12),
while unemployment fell (see Figure 13).
The desire ‘to be intellectually or competitively
challenged’ likewise leapt ahead in 2011, since when
it too has retained its second-placed ranking, with little
difference between all business students and the
banking-inclined subset.
These sudden advances have been achieved at the
expense of the desire ‘to be a technical or functional
expert’ (down by almost 30 percentage points since
its peak in 2009) and the urge for independence.
The desire for a good ‘work/life balance’ and ‘to be
a leader or manager’ – regularly topping the ranking
in other surveyed territories – have both recovered
somewhat in 2015 following recent dips in popularity.

Figure 7. Expected annual salary (EUR), Russia, 2015
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The weight of expectation
It is interesting to note that banking-inclined students
have lower first-salary expectations than the set of all
business students. The investment banking-inclined
group, however, does anticipate a higher starting salary.
It is notable that expectations are low relative to those in
most other EMEA countries, and have fallen significantly
since 2014. However, the rouble’s fall against the euro
in the last two years is likely to be one of the drivers of
these differences.
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Figure 8. Russian banking-inclined students’ aspirations, 2015
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Figure 9. Russian banking-inclined students' expectations, 2015
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A comforting correlation?
Deloitte sought to find out to what extent, and in which
areas, the aspirations of banking-inclined students
converge with, or deviate from, what they most expect
from a career in banking.
It might be a source of comfort for Russia’s banks that
there is a strong correlation between many of the
factors that students hope to find in a banking career
and expect to find there. All of the top four aspirations
are also among the top five expectations.

Perhaps the most encouraging of these is that the top
aspiration – for ‘professional training and development’
– comes in at number three in the list of expectations.
The third-placed aspiration, for ‘high future earnings’,
occupies the fifth position among expectations.
However, ‘performance-related bonus’ and ‘competitive
base salary’, while appearing in the top ten
expectations, do not feature in the top ten aspirations
of banking-inclined students.

Figure 10. Attractiveness of job aspects, all Russian business students and Russian banking-inclined students, 2015
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Weighing up the drivers of choice
When it comes to the relative importance of different
job characteristics, there is very little difference between
the two groups regarding ‘employer reputation’ or ‘job
characteristics’.
As in many other markets, the ‘people and culture’
aspects of a job (such as ‘supportive leaders’,
‘recognition’ and ‘a creative working environment’) are
marginally less important for banking-inclined individuals
than for all business students.
It’s when we look at ‘remuneration and advancement
opportunities’ that major difference between Russia and
other territories emerge. At 4.8, the motivational power
of remuneration among banking-inclined students in
Russia is higher than in almost any other market.

Females to the fore
The proportion of female business student respondents
is very high in Russia when compared with most of the
29 other territories covered by the survey.
As in most other markets, however, the level of female
dominance declines when it comes to both the bankinginclined and investment banking-inclined subsets. What
sets the country apart from most, however, is that
women still outnumber men among those considering
a career in investment banking, and by a fair margin.
Unlike their counterparts in many countries, the Russian
banking industry is therefore benefiting from good
gender diversity that enables banks to recruit from
a wide pool of business talent.

Figure 11. Student demographics, Russia, 2015
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Figure 12. Growth in average wages (US$), Russia, 2008-2014
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Macroeconomic context
There was a sudden collapse in Russia’s total banking
assets in 2014, falling from a peak in 2013 of
US$ 1,486 billion to US$ 997 billion.4 This underlined
the state of near-crisis that affected Russia’s banks in
2014. Falling profits and capital adequacy ratios across
the sector culminated, by the end of the year, to the
government’s 30 billion rouble bail-out of the mediumsized Trust Bank.5 During 2015, bank closures have been
frequent as the industry continues to shrink.6
That said, not every economic indicator has been
negative. Unemployment has continued the steady
decline under way since 2009. However, a 10.2 per cent
fall in 2014’s average monthly wages (from US$ 947 to
US$ 850) indicates a fragility that might be reflected in
the popularity of ‘job stability and security’ as a career
goal among Russia’s banking-inclined business students
(see figure 6).

Figure 13. Overall and youth unemployment, Russia, 2008-2014
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Figure 14. Total banking assets in US$ bn and as % of real GDP, Russia, 2008-2013
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Appendix
Terminology

About the Research

Business students = students studying business-related subjects.

This report is based on the Universum Talent Survey 2015. Universum
has been researching students’ career intentions since 1988. In 2014-15,
it surveyed about 1.2 million students and professionals drawn from over
2,000 universities and institutions of higher education in 55 countries.

Banking-inclined students = business students who put at least one bank
(retail, investment or universal) in their top five ‘ideal employers’ when
offered a list of potential employers to choose from.
Investment banking-inclined students = business students who put at least
one investment bank in their top five ‘ideal employers’ when offered a
list of potential employers to choose from. It is a subset of the number of
banking-inclined students.

Deloitte examined the survey results from 211,000 business students in
30 markets: in the Americas, Brazil, Canada, Mexico and the US; in APAC,
Australia, China, Hong Kong, India and Singapore; and in EMEA, Austria,
Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, the Middle East (defined by Universum as Egypt, Lebanon, Kuwait,
Qatar and Saudi Arabia), the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Russia, South
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the UAE and the UK. The
number of markets included in global and regional averages varies between
23 and 30.

Note to Figure 1
Survey question: “Choose the five employers you most
want to work for [from the list of employers you would
consider working for], your five ideal employers”.
Banking popularity by market is calculated as the
number of times banking employers are short-listed
among the five “ideal employers” in each market.

Note to Figure 8
Survey question: “Which of these are most important
to you? Please select a maximum of three alternatives
[in each of the following four categories: Employer
Reputation and Image; Job Characteristics; People
and Culture; and Remuneration and Advancement
Opportunities].”

Note to Figure 2
Survey question: “Choose the five employers you most
want to work for [from the list of employers you would
consider working for], your five ideal employers”.
Industry popularity by market is calculated as the
number of times employers for that industry are shortlisted among the five “ideal employers”.

Note to Figure 9
Survey question: “Which of the following [40 attributes]
do you associate with your chosen employer(s)?”

Note to Figure 3
Survey question: “Choose the five employers you most
want to work for [from the list of employers you would
consider working for], your five ideal employers”.
Note to Figure 4
Survey question: “Choose the five employers you most
want to work for [from the list of employers you would
consider working for], your five ideal employers”.
Note to Figure 5
Survey question: “Below is a list of nine possible career
goals. Which are most important to you? Please select a
maximum of 3 alternatives.” Importance of goals is then
calculated as the percentage of students choosing each
career goal on their shortlist of top three goals.
Note to Figure 6
Survey question: “Below is a list of nine possible career
goals. Which are most important to you? Please select a
maximum of 3 alternatives.” Importance of goals is then
calculated as the percentage of students choosing each
career goal on their shortlist of top three goals.

Note to Figure 10
Survey question: “How important are each of the
aspects below to you? Please rate the importance of
each aspect on a scale from 1-5.”
Note to Figure 12
Average wages (monthly): average gross earnings per
worker per month.
Growth in average wages (annual): percentage change
in hourly wages in US$ over previous period.
Figures are converted to US$ using an average
exchange rate.
Fluctuations in average wages could be partially due to
changes in the RUB/US$ exchange rate.
Note to Figure 14
Total banking assets for 2012-2013 are Economist
Intelligence Unit estimates.
GDP data not available for 2014.
Figures are converted to US$ using an average
exchange rate.
Fluctuations in total banking assets could be partially
due to changes in the RUB/US$ exchange rate.

Note to Figure 7
Survey question: “What is your expected salary before
tax at your first employment after graduation, excluding
commission and bonus?”
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